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SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD, Aka. 
IS - R - CUBA 

With reference to telephone conversation on 
12/13/63 between SAC MAYNOR and SA WARREN C, DEBRUEYS at 
Dallas, memoranda have been written to insure that any 
leads which have not yet been covered will be covered inme- 
diately ° 

1) For information contacts will be made with all 
persons known to be connected with CAP during 1954-55 who 
might have come in contact with the subject. 

2) Review of investigation concerning the dis- 
cussion group at Tulane University reflects that DAVE HOFFMAN 
has not been contacted and a memo has been written to con- 

. tact him. ‘ 

(3) Investigation concerning KILGORE was completed 
and reported with FD-302's being forwarded Dallas and a 
lead being sent to Dallas by teletype, 11/28/63. 

' &) With reference to LAWRENCE FOX no investigation 
is being conducted since there is no indication OSWALD had 
any contact with him or the Cuban Revolutionary Front with 
which FOX was connected in 1961. SA DEBRUEYS was tele- 
phonically advised of this on 12/17/63 and advised we knew 
of no reason to contact FOX. 

~  ¢3) EDWARD SCANNELL BUTLER is being interviewed. 

(6) LUIS CEBRVIGNON identified as LUIS M. ZERVIGNON. 
He and his brother, CARLOS ZERVIGNON have been interviewed 
results of which are in SA DEBRUEYS Ret 12/8/63. 
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a > "ROBERT SANTOINE was interviewed and an FD-302 
was sent to Dallas 12/4/63. 

8) Investigation is being conducted at Bourbon 

House based upon information furnished by Mrs. WINONA 

Mc KENNON . 

9) Leads have been set out to exhibit photograph 

J. of OSWALD to the person observing the individual who boarded 

a Continental Trailways Bus at Alexandria, La. carrying & 

rifle. 

“10) Leads have been set out to identify ROBERT (LNU). | 

22} FRANK CARACCI was interviewed in the Ruby case 
tie 

as was JANETTE CONFORTO and all of this investigation is 

actually carried in the Ruby case and has been reported. 
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